Behavior & Time Management
ABC Data
Data collection tool for counting behavior by simple tallies or percentages,
recording the session duration, and e-mailing the data.

$4.99

Activity Timer Trial
This app allows users to watch the time disappear, with customizable
colors for the timer and length of the timer.

Free

Behavior Status
Record the daily behavior of your child or an entire classroom. Easily
record behavior using a simple green, yellow, and red stoplight.

Free

$0.99

Breathe, Think, Do with Sesame – NEW!
Help a Sesame Street monster calm down and solve challenges with this
research-based app.

Free

Free

$2.99

Calm Counter – NEW!
Audio and visual tools to help people calm down when they are angry or
anxious.
Easy Kid Timer
Visual timer to help kids visualize the passage of time. Customize the
timer with your own pictures and description of tasks.

$1.00

First Then Visual Schedule
This app helps caregivers provide positive behavior support for people
with communication needs, developmental delays, or autism, or anyone
who benefits from a structured environment. The video schedule helps
increase independence and lowers anxiety during transitions.

$9.99

$9.99

Fun Timer
Children who have weak time management skills can use this app to help
stay on task. Place an image or word at the center of the timer that
reflects the reward for completing the task or chore.

$1.99

High Score House Kids

Free.

An online game that helps parents and practitioners motivate children to
complete tasks or other behaviors to reach real-life rewards.
HowLoud Pro – NEW!

$1.99

$2.99

Monitor the level of volume in a room with this interactive visual app.
Users can change the sensitivity level, and the app gives children a visual
"check in" to help manage noise.
iReward
Behavioral management reward system. Allows you to post a picture of a
reward and give stars for behaviors that will win the reward.

$4.99

No More Meltdowns

$10.99

This app provides the tools to help parents prepare their child for
meltdowns and deal with out-of-control behavior.
Teachers Class Behavior
Record behaviors with a list of multiple children. Tap to record default
behaviors or edit and add your own. Can be used to multiple classes.
Review behaviors in a daily log.

Free

$1.99

Time Timers
Little clocks demonstrate the passage of time in three different sizes.
Have an optional audio signal at completion.
Ultrachron Lite
A stopwatch and timer app that also tracks the past 10 uses, allowing
users to program several timed tasks in a row.

Free

$0.99

WaitStrip
This app provides a visual representation of increments of time. A visual
guide helps an individual remain on task or focused for a specific duration
of time.
Handwriting & Fine Motor Apps
Baby’s Musical Hands
A simple cause and effect app, the 15 brightly colored squares provide
audio and visual feedback when touched.

$0.99

Color and Draw for Kids
Coloring book for children with 50 drawings in several categories such as
professions and landscapes.

$0.99

Color and Draw for Kids

$1.99 for
tablets

$0.99

Coloring book for children with 50 drawings in several categories such as
professions and landscapes.
$2.99

Colorific
A fun and smart drawing and coloring app for children. Choose from 40
templates in several categories such as numbers and professions.
Dexteria
Therapeutic hand exercises that improve fine motor skills and handwriting
readiness. App created by an occupational therapist.

$4.98

$4.99

Dexteria Jr.
From the makers of Dexteria, this app includes a set of hand and finger
exercises to develop fine motor skills designed for kids age 2 to 5.

$1.99

Dora ABCs Volume 1: Letters and Letter Sounds
Help Dora the Explorer and Boots figure out the letters as a plane writes
them in the sky. This Nickelodeon app helps with emerging literacy skills
and recognizing letters.

$4.99

Drawing Animals With Numbers
Draw funny cartoon animals with numbers. Watch videos with animated
steps of easy-to-follow instructions for drawing numbers into animals.

$1.99

Garageband
Play musical instruments on your device. Individuals with limited motor
control can play chords on a guitar or play a piano. Record the music you
create.

$4.99

Handwriting without Tears: Wet-Dry-Try
Using a visual chalkboard, children can learn and practice letter formation
habits for writing capital letters and numbers.

$4.99

$4.99

iWritewords
Teaches handwriting and correct letter formation while children play a fun
and educational game.

$2.99

Kandy Fish
Color matching, pattern finishing, and pre-writing (tracing) games. App
gives users control to skip levels and choose which game to play

$1.99

Letter Reflex
Address visual perceptual issues related to reversed letters, numbers, and
words with this app and its two main programs: Tilt it and Flip it.

$1.99

LetterSchool
Practice letter formation by tapping, tracing, and writing. Learn the
alphabet by playing games.

$2.99

My Typing Tutor – NEW!
Use the game and timer on this simple app to find out your Android typing
speed per minute.

Free

Free

Pinch Peeps
Pinch and drag together two similar peeps to score and progress through
the game. Play a timed version or an endless version.
Ready to Print
Created by an occupational therapist, this app helps teach pre-writing
skills to build a strong foundation for beginning printers.

$7.99

$9.99

Recognise
Accurately measure your client’s ability to recognize left and right body
parts and movement. Train left right discrimination with a series of
images.
Sam Phibian
Bugs of different colors fly by Sam the frog, and he needs to eat a
designated number of each kind. Bugs move in different patterns and
speeds. If Sam eats too much, he falls off his lillypad.

$8.99

Shelby’s Quest

$4.99

Free

Children can learn fine motor and visual perceptual skills using this app
developed by an occupational therapist. Follow Shelby the dog on her
quest through the Pacific Northwest.
SnapType for Occupational Therapy – NEW!
OT app to help students with difficulties writing. Take a picture of a
worksheet and use the iPad keyboard to type in answers.

Free

Tap Typing – NEW!
Use this app to learn how to be faster and more accurate when typing on
an iPad or iPhone keyboard.

Free

Trace Blast

Free

$1.99

Practice tracing numbers, letters, and basic shapes. Make your own
tracing tasks (such as individual names or certain letters the child is
struggling with).
$4.99

TV Teacher: Writing ABC's Lowercase – NEW!
Learn how to write lowercase letters with the TV Teacher. The app uses a
sensory approach and visual demonstrations to help children learn.
Type It! – NEW!
Use this app to challenge and improve your abilities to use a mobile
keyboard.
Typ-O

Free

$14.99 for
iPad

Writing is made easier with this app that uses a word prediction engine
and spelling error model. Great for individuals with dyslexia. Synthetic
voices allow you to inspect the predicted word before selecting.
Write My Name by Injini
This app is a fun way for children to practice writing letters, words, names,
and phrases. Children 4 to 6 can learn several writing skills such as
writing their name.
Music & Sounds
Baby DJ
A beat box interface for beginner DJs with 22 children's songs. The app is
bright and user friendly.

$3.99

Free

Beat Box Live
Drum pad app lets you play your own drum patterns. An occupational
therapy practitioner says it is popular with students who are deaf and blind
when paired with a palm speaker because they can feel the bass.

$0.99

Ease App

Lite version,
$0.99

Uses random bursts of sound to stimulate, challenge, and promote
sensory processing. Contains 60 minutes of optimized music.

Magic Piano
Play popular songs effortlessly on the top rated piano game. A large
catalog of songs allows users to play the piano—no lessons needed!

Free

Free

$9.99

Me Moves
An app of finger puzzles that users perform to the beat of music. For ages
3 to 103, the app has more than 30 puzzles with multiple sensitivity
settings and calming graphics.
Free

Free

Free

Free

Songify
Turn everyday phrases and names into a song. Have children sing along
to words or phrases while talking and practicing words.

Free

Free

Storybook Rhymes Volume 1
Developed by Fisher Price, this app allows you to read and sing along
with your favorite nursery rhymes. Animations, dynamic characters,
music, and classic stories.

Free

Free

Talking Ginger
Ginger needs to get ready for bed, and users help him shower and dry,
brush his teeth, and more. Ginger repeats everything you say in a cute
kitten voice and reacts to poking, tickling, and petting.

Free

Free

Talking Pocoyo Free
Become Pocoyo's friend with this new app. He repeats what you say in a
funny voice, and you can make him dance, play instruments, and imitate
animals.

Free

Free

Metronome
Get a metronome on your device.
Relax Melodies
Personalized relaxation and sleep assistance app has more than 40 high
quality sounds to provide white noise or background noise to assist with
falling asleep.

Puzzles & Games
Amaze Yourself
Create mazes of different sizes and guide the mouse through the maze to
find the cheese. Unlimited mazes, easily customizable.

$0.99

$0.99

Bag Game
Similar to 20 questions, this app has more than 100 graphics with a
variety of levels of difficulty. The bag game can reinforce visual scanning
and is good for group interaction.
Black and White Cards for Baby
Pick a variety of black and white visual stimulation cards and choose time
intervals, music, and movement.

Free

Bowls

Free

Free

This Tibetan singing bowls app can be used to produce sounds by tapping
or swirling the rim of each bowl. Can be used for mindfulness and
grounding techniques.
Free

Brrrd Brawl App
This gaming app is a casual mobile game developed by the National
Institutes of Health to help teens and young adults quit smoking by
offering a solution to "idle hands."
Bubbles:

Free

Blow bubbles by dragging your finger and then tap to pop them.
Bugs and Buttons

$2.99

$2.99

Fun and educational app with a variety of games that engages children as
it progressively adapts to their skill level. Each activity has simple visual
instructions.
Classic Simon
Just like the classic game, this app tests your memory by requiring users
to repeat the colors and sounds in the correct order.

Free

$0.99

Critter Panic
Sort the critters by tapping on the left or right side of the screen. Beat the
clock to go to the next level and watch the pace of the critters increase.

$2.99

Doodle Critter Math: Shapes – NEW!
Learn more about shapes by interacting and playing with basic shapes
such as triangle, rectangle, square, pentagon, hexagon, and circle.
Injini
Games for memory, coordination, attention, and prewriting. Good app for
those with poor attention or coordination.

$29.99

Intellectual Education
A matching and memory game app with a Japanese penguin.

Free

Jigsaw Puzzle
This app has a variety of puzzles with customizable features (such as
using pictures from the app's database or a personal photo). Puzzle
completion is timed and pieces range from four to several hundred.

Free

Kids Preschool Puzzle Lite
Drag pieces into outlined slots to create the puzzle. Simple puzzle app.

Free

Labyrinth Lite
Operating just like old wooden labyrinth games, this app allows users to
create their own mazes. Hold the board steady to move the metal ball
through the labyrinth.

Free

Match Blitz – NEW!

Free

Free

Free

Help develop reading and writing skills by having players visually scan an
array of images and symbols to find a single repeated symbol. The app
requires visual perceptual, memory, and concentration skills.
Monkey Preschool Lunchbox
Puzzles, counting games, identifying colors, and a variety of different
games with an animated monkey dancing every time you get something
right. Pick a virtual sticker when you complete a certain number of games
correctly.
My First Tangrams Lite
Using basic shapes, this app requires users to drag them into an outline to
form a variety of creations such as a butterfly or flower. Limited number of
puzzles with this free version.

$1.99

$0.99

Free

Free

$2.99

OverColor – NEW!
Brainteaser app for children from 6 years old to adults with more than 100
challenges divided into 4 difficulty levels.
Peek-a-Boo Pets

$0.99
(similar)

$0.99

Free

Free

Designed for toddlers, this easy-to-use app contains auditory and visual
cues to help children play and learn at the same time. Find hidden pets in
the scenery to earn points.
Pocket Pond
Raise, feed, breed, play with, and sell different types of fish. Decorate
your pond, splash the interactive water, and visit your friends' ponds. An
OT says her clients with low vision liked the sounds they get when
touching the screen.

$2.99

POV App
This app facilitates spatial relations training by presenting different
vantage points of a variety of objects and asks users to make an aerial
scene by only looking at a front view.
Rush Hour
A sliding block traffic jam puzzle app that has 35 challenges with a range
of difficulty levels.

Free

Free

$2.99

Skill Training – NEW!
This visual motor activity app requires eye-to-hand coordination, foresight,
and concentration to complete the fun and challenging activity.
Social Adventures
Designed for therapists, teachers, and parents, this app will help users run
a dedicated social cognition group with the tools needed to support kids
with social challenges.

$9.99

Talking Train

$1.99

The app helps with simply story telling and question asking. The app
helps kids keep their stories short with exciting details while sequencing
steps to a task.
Tangrams HD
Multiple categories of puzzles with a large number of puzzles per
category. This basic tangram app allows users to choose the picture they
want to attempt. Touch the pieces to drag into place.

Free

Free

Tetris – NEW!
This world-famous game has been updated with improved controls and
social features.

Free

The Amazing Spider-Man
This augmented reality app allows children to discover Spider-Man in the
world around them with interactive animations.

Free

Free

Toca Hair Salon 2
Run your own hair salon by cutting, coloring, and styling hair using a
variety of styling tools. Trim mustaches, dye mohawks funny colors, or
give someone curls. Kid friendly and very creative.

$0.99

$3.99

$0.99

Toontastic
Make your own cartoons and stories through imaginative play with this
app that allows kids to draw, animate, and share their own cartoons.

Free

Visual Attention Therappy
Adjustable training tool for reading, dyslexia, neglect, and other attention
deficits. Find all the targets among letters and symbols while racing
against the clock.

Free (lite)

Where's My Perry?
Challenging physics-based puzzle app in which users need to use water
in all its forms to solve puzzles. More than 140 puzzles.

$0.99

$0.99

Free

Whimsy Lite
A dozen animal photos and sounds turned into simple jigsaw puzzles. The
easiest level has users slide the piece to send it into place and the most
difficult level requires precise placement.

Sensory Apps
Avoiders
Annoying Sounds
Sounds divided into categories of high frequency, alarms, animals, eating,
emergency, human, office, phone, random, and wake up.
Balloon Pop

Free

Free

Free

Pop balloons by shaking the device up and down. Could help avoiders
acclimate to the sound.
deciBel
Displays the current, maximum, and minimum values in decibels.

Free

iPrompts
Prompting app providing picture schedules, visual countdown clocks, and
other choice prompts. Replace old handmade schedule boards.

$49.99

Off We Go

$3.99 for
each story

Prepares children for everyday experiences while improving language and
social skills. Each book tells the story of a particular event or everyday
activity in a sequence of 12 steps.
Sounds Annoying
Change the pitch, volume, and filter using slider buttons. Customize the
sounds if you buy the app for $0.99. Record a certain sound and use it for
controlled exposure.

Free

TooLoud
Ideal for teachers needing to limit noise in the class room. Records
decibels and displays volume levels in numbers.

Free

Video Scheduler
Use photos and videos to create a schedule. Set up multiple users—
perfect for multiple children on your workload. Take a picture, add an
audio comment, or take a video to create a list of steps for schedules.

$12.99

Sensory: Bystanders
Doodle Toy for Kids
Teach kids to draw and paint with brightly colored paint. Use mirror mode
for easy drawing.

Free

Glow Coloring
Drawing app that uses brightly colored paint.

Free

iBooks
Free app for downloading books. Make the text larger, choose the right
font. Keep track of characters in a story by highlighting the text and
annotating the book. Some children's books in the iBookstore have a
read-aloud feature.

Free

Kidoodle: Pirate
Digital coloring book of a pirate story. Personalize the pages by adding
your own illustrations. The drawing comes alive when finished, with
moving objects, dancing pirates, and swimming fish.

$2.99

$2.99

Kindle

Free

Free

Free app for downloading e-books from Amazon. Change the text size,
adjust the brightness of the screen, highlight text, and take notes. Look up
words in the dictionary.
Free

Magnetic Board Lite
Drag brightly colored magnetic letters onto a dark background. Save the
pictures to your device.
Sensory: Seeking
Art of Glow
Draw with glow painting, fireworks, twinkle stars, and more.

Free

Fireworks
Turn your phone into a fireworks display. Choose your background and
with a tap of the finger launch fireworks.

Free

Fruit Ninja
Use your fingers to swipe and tap fruit pieces. Zen mode allows for a
more relaxed pace while arcade mode is played at a more frenzied pace.

Free

Free

Fruit Ninja
Use your fingers to swipe and tap fruit pieces. Zen mode allows for a
more relaxed pace while arcade mode is played at a more frenzied pace.

$1.26 version

$0.99 version

Glow Tunes
Combines glow graphics with music to create a multisensory experience.

$0.99

iLoveFireworks
A multisensory experience that combines music (from your itunes
account) with fireworks on a black background.

$0.99

Kids ABC Letters
Help kids master their ABCs with this app. Name, form, recognize, and
identify letters.

$3.99

Letter School
Make handwriting easier. Choose different fonts and listen to sounds and
view graphics and animations.

$2.99

Line Art
Provides touch and visual stimulation with interactive visual art created by
thousands of particles that move when you touch. Colors and patterns
change as you move your finger.

$1.99

Pandora
Free personalized radio app. Start with the name of a favorite song and
Pandora creates a customized radio station with similar music. Thumb up
and down songs to further customize your radio stations. Quick and
simple way to have background music.
Photo Table

Free

Free

$6.99

Flick, swipe, tap, zoom, rotate, and drag your photos on a virtual table.
Add music for a rich sensory experience.
$2.99

Rockmate
Up to four players can play a variety of instruments on one device.
Sensory: Sensors
Flashcards+
Create flash cards that look like standard index cards.

Free
Free

Gaze HD—Lite
Nine video scenes to gaze upon. Block out other visual distractions.
Shuffle through scenes and play the optional natural sounds to make the
scene more realistic.

Free

QuickTodo Lite
Simple and clean design to create to do lists that won't distract sensors.
Provides boxes to check when task is completed.
Studydroid Flashcard Free
Create flash cards online or on your phone and sync them.
Taskos To Do List
Simple and intuitive to do list for android. Add tasks by typing or speaking
to your mobile device.

Free
Free

$0.99

WaitStrip
This app provides a visual representation of increments of time. A visual
guide helps an individual remain on task or focused for a specific duration
of time.
White Noise Lite
Plays ambient noise to block out distractions. Free version has 10 sounds
including rain, chimes, a fan, and more.
White Noise Recorder
Record your preferred sounds. Take 10- to 30-second recordings and play
it as a continuous loop.
- See more at: http://www.aota.org/practice/children-youth/cy-apps.aspx#Behavior

Free

Free

$0.99

